The Ultimate in European Waterborne Refinishing Technology and Value.

For Over a Decade...
waterborne coatings have been successfully
used in the European Union. Years of extensive
research, applications and scientific advances
resulted in next generation technology. Enter
todays waterborne. Pro-Spray® H2O European
Waterborne Basecoat System.
Future-minded and performance driven
basecoats saturated in colour.
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The Technology behind Waterborne…
is fairly straightforward. Traditional
solvent-borne coatings disperse pigments in
organic solvents. Pro-Spray® H2O European
Waterborne Basecoats disperse pigments in a
water-based solution. Our toners have the
highest pigment, metallic and pearl
concentrations available.

Brilliant Colours and Invisible Blends…

because Pro-Spray® H2O Basecoats have
higher pigment concentrations, less is more.
The colour is true and the coverage is amazing.
Shops using Pro-Spray® H2O report precise
colour match, superior hide and a smooth,
even appearance.

Improved Cycle Times...
are possible with proper airflow. Temperature
and humidity often determine dry times for
waterborne basecoats because, after spraying,
a layer of water vapor remains on the surface.
With additional airflow, flash times can be
reduced and production increased.

Our Pro-Spray® H2O System...
is a fully compliant, stand alone, compact
basecoat colour system designed for vehicle
refinishing. H2O’s premium European formulation
and technology delivers solid, metallic, pearl and
xirallic basecoat colours that are easy-to-use
and simple to blend while providing excellent
colour match and metallic orientation for the
invisible repair. No special mix bank
equipment is needed and mixing is
easy; simply shake and pour.

Helping you Through the Transition…
Do you have concerns about changing to waterborne?
Confused about the equipment? Wondering about your
profitability? Shops around the world have
successfully transitioned to Pro-Spray® H2O.
They love the finish. They love the colour and speed.
They love the profitability. Whether we provide training
at your location, or you visit our state-of-the-art,
technical training center, we want to help
you every step of the way.

The Benefits are Undeniable
and the Results are Beautiful…
A symbiotic relationship can exist between refinishing
and the environment. The changes will last a lifetime.
Pro-Spray® H2O-The Art and Technology of
Responsible Refinishing.

Future-minded,
performance driven basecoats

saturated in colour.

Water.

A simple molecule.
A dominant force in nature.
Now, part of your
refinishing system.
Welcome to Pro-Spray®
H2O Premium European
Waterborne Basecoat
System. Where we’ve
fused the art of colour
and the sustainability of
water to deliver brilliant
solids, dynamic metallics,
lustrous pearlescents and
vibrant xirallics. Discover
the European secret to a
simply beautiful finish. A
finish that provides precise
colour, efficient coverage,
invisible blends and
increased throughput.
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Pro-Spray® H2O

The Art and Technology
of Responsible
Refinishing.

Precise Colour and Easy Blending for the Invisible Repair

Highest Concentration of Pigmented Solids Available

Simple Shake and Pour Mixing
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